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Stress Patterns in Dutch (Compound) Adjectives:
Acoustic Measurements and Perception Data1

Vincent J. van Heuven2

Department of Linguistics/Phonetics Laboratory, Leyden University, Leiden, The Netherlands

Abstract. Under the so-called culminative definition of stress, present-day linguists hold
the view that within one word or larger domain only one syllable can bear the stress. This
is in contrast with the classical (British-English) phonetic tradition which allows the occur-
rence of two strong stresses within certain words, which are then called 'double-stressed'.
Moreover, precisely the class of double-stressed words was said to be subject to rhythmic
Variation (or 'stress clash'). The present paper purports to find acoustic and perceptual evi-
dence that may allow us to choose between these competing proposals, comparing the be-
haviour of Dutch adjectives with canonically rising, falling, and double-stress patterns, in
spoken contexts that should bear out the predicted rhythmic changes in double-stressed
words. Our results argue against a strictly culminative definition of stress.

Introduction definition of stress [Trubetskoy, 1958; Hy-
man, 1977]. Generative phonology explic-

Culminative versus Equal Stress itly captures this principle in its rule mecha-
Stress is an abstract, lexical property that nisms, which clearly exclude the occurrence

specifies which syllable is the strengest in a of two equally strong, primary stresses
polysyllabic word. Generally, linguists take within one word or larger domain.
the view that only one syllable can bear the In the so-called linear phonological the-
(main) stress. This is called the culminative ory [e.g., Chomsky and Halle, 1968; Halle

and Kayser, 1971, for English; van den
1 The experiments reported here were run by Berg, 1972, for Dutch] it is impossible, in

Marjorie van der Kruis and Mieneke Muntendam in principle, to generate two or more equal
a seminar on Experimental Phonetics at the Depart- primary stresses within a word or larger do-
ments of English and Linguistics/Phonetics Labora- main Ag long && more than a single primary

ory, ey en mversiy. stress remains within a given domain, stress2 I thank Joan Baart, Simone Lange weg, and Jan ouvoo *vu«u 6 ,
Kooij for valuable comments on an earlier version rules remain applicable that ultimately se-
of this manuscript. lect one of the candidates äs the strongest,
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Table I. Sample/Stimulus words

Rising

strongly

0-1
gemengd
(mixed)
gepast
(fit)
0-1

lightly

2-1
bizar
(id.)
concreet
(concrete)

2-1

Equal

1-1
lichtgrijs
(light grey)
beeldschoon
(very pretty)

Falling

lightly

1-2
komisch
(comical)
logisch
(logical)
1-2

strongly

1-0 'equal stress'
pittig
(spicy)
mager
(meagre)
1-0 'culminative stress'

after which all the competitors are weak-
ened by one degree of stress.

In the 'hierarchical' approach [Liberman
and Prince, 1977, and other metrical pho-
nologists after them, e.g. Hayes, 1984], a
completely different mechanism was devel-
oped that generates exactly the same stress
patterns äs the linear model. For each word
(or larger domain) a binary tree is erected
over the syllables each branch of which is
explicitly labelled äs weak or strong. Ulti-
mately, there is one and only one syllable
that is exclusively dominated by strong
branches, which is the primary stress.

There has always been, however, an al-
ternative view, which does permit two
equal, strong stresses even within a single
word or word group. Proponents of this
view are typically found among the tradi-
tional British phoneticians [e.g. Jones,
1918; Kingdon, 1958], although it has not
been without influence in the United States
äs well. For example, the American-English
pronouncing dictionary [Kenyon and
Knott, 1944] often transcribes two primary
stresses in words for which the generative
stress rules [e.g. Chomsky and Halle, 1968;
Liberman and Prince, 1977] indicate only
one.

For Dutch, too, words with two equal
primary stresses have been claimed to exist
[e.g. Kruisinga, 1918]. Adjectival com-
pounds constitute a productive word type
that would generally receive two primary
stresses. Table I shows Dutch sample words
and stress patterns äs transcribed under the
two competing proposals, which we shall
conveniently label 'culminative' and 'equal'
defmitions of stress.

It will suffice, for our purposes, to adopt
three levels of stress: main or primary stress
(level 1), medium or secondary stress (syl-
lables containing a füll vowel, level 2), and
unstressed (strongly reduced syllables, level
0). This numerical expression of stress lev-
els has been taken over from established
practice in generative phonology, where in-
tegers of ascending order reflect lower de-
grees of stress, but where zero stress - some-
what illogically - refers to unstressed syl-
lables.

This study will be restricted to disyllabic
words only, the stress patterns of which will
be symbolised by hyphened pairs of digits
0, l, and 2. When the stronger stress is in fi-
nal position, the pattern is called rising,
when the final stress is weaker than the
leading stress, the pattern is falling.
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Under the culminative view then, four
distinct patterns are recognised: strongly
and slightly rising, and strongly and slightly
falling. Five distinct patterns are postulated
under the equal definition: here the slightly
rising pattern splits up into a truly rising
pattern (2-1), and a pattern that contains
two main stresses of equal strength (1-1).

The first set of questions that I wish to
answer are:

(la) Does the equal stress pattern exist?
(Ib) Are 1-1 and 2-1 two distinct pat-

terns?
(Ic) Can we find acoustic correlates of,

and perceptual evidence for, four patterns
or five?

Rhythmic Variation
In English äs well äs in Dutch words

with a slightly rising pattern (under the cul-

Observe that the rhythmic Inversion of
the stress pattern seems mandatory in the
examples (a) and (b) (compound adjec-
tives), but optional at best in the cases (c)
and (d), where the adjectives are monomor-
phemic.3

In the British tradition rhythmic Varia-
tion was claimed to apply to cases (a) and

minative conception of stress) reverse their
stress to slightly falling in certain contexts
(a process now commonly known in metri-
cal phonology äs the rhythm rule):

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

2-1
rising

2 1
lichtgrijs

(light grey)

2 1
beeldschoon

(very beautiful)

2 1
bizar
(id.)

2 1
concreet

(concrete)

changes to 1-2
falling

1 2 1
lichtgrijs pak

(light grey suit)

1 2 1
beeldschoon meisje

(very beautiful girl)

1 2 1
*bizar voorstel

(bizar proposal)

1 2 1
?*concreet voorstel

(concrete example)

(b) only, that is, cases with lexically equal
stress. Here 1-1 changes to a slightly rising
pattern 2-1 when preceded by a stress, and
to a slightly falling pattern (1-2) when fol-
lowed by a stress, the generalisation being
that the middle one of three successive
stresses should weaken so äs to ensure an
alternating rhythm.

(a')

(b')

1-1
equal

1 1
lichtgrijs

1 1
beeldschoon

changes to 2-1 or
rising

1 2 1
heel lichtgrijs

1 2 1
heel beeldschoon

1-2
falling

1 2 1
lichtgrijs pak

1 2 1
beeldschoon meisje

3 J. G. Kooij points out [personal commun.] that
optional Inversion of stress pattern extends to mor-
phologically simple words if these are longer that
two syllables, e.g. kathol'iek (catholic) but 'katho-
lieke 'eredienst (catholic service).

Words of the (c) and (d) type were never
subject to rhythmic Variation. Our second
set of questions derives from these conflict-
ing views:
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(2a) Does rhythmic Variation apply to
1-1 words only (e.g. adjectival com-
pounds)?

(2b) Do adjectives (compound or mono-
morphemic) have two (rising/falling) or
three (equal/rising/falling) stress patterns
depending on their rhythmic environment?

(2c) Is there an acoustic difference be-
tween the 1-2 and 2-1 patterns derived
from adjectival compounds on the one
hand, and lexically (invariable) 1-2 and 2-1
words on the other.

Clearly, even if no direct (acoustic) evi-
dence should be found supporting the dis-
tinct Status of equal-stress words, assuming
a different lexical stress pattern for adjec-
tival compounds (i.e. 1-1) would be an ele-
gant way of accounting for differences in
rhythmic behaviour between these and non-
compound adjectives.

Effects ofAccent
Though compound adjectives are often

pronounced with an accent (salient pitch
movement) on each of their stressed syl-
lables, the leftmost accent may be dropped
without affecting the Interpretation of the
utterance. However, if the rightmost accent
is omitted, the remaining accent implies a
semantic contrast at below-word level:

tively unimportant Information [e.g. Gus-
senhoven, 1984; Ladd, 1980].

This prompts our third question:
(3) Is equal stress only manifest outside

focus?
A further complication arises from the

work by Bolinger [1965]. He and others
[Vanderslice, 1968] take the view that the
rhythmic Variation observed above is really
a matter of accents. In an array of closely
spaced accents, there is a tendency to drop
accents in medial positions, but to leave the
marginal accents intact. This tendency has
been experimentally verified for Dutch by
Baart [1983], Kruyt [1985], and Terken
[1985]. Rhythmic Inversion is then viewed
äs a strategy to avoid accent clashes rather
than stress clashes. As a consequence we
should predict that no rhythmic Variation is
needed when a phrase contains no accents,
i. e. is spoken outside focus. Our final ques-
tion is therefore:

(4) Does rhythmic Variation occur within
focus only?

I shall now report on two experiments
that were designed to provide some prelimi-
nary answers to the various questions raised
above.

Experiment I: Acoustic Measurements

pikzwart
(pitch black)

pikzwart *pikzwart

*: contrastive accent

It would follow from this that the clean-
est cases of equal stress will be found in the
absence of accents. Accents are dropped
when a constituent is out of focus, that is,
when the Speaker wishes to instruct his
hearer that the constituent contains rela-

Method
The 10 words given in table I (2 exemplars of 5

theoretically distinct stress patterns) served äs our
basic Stimulus words. Each was embedded in 4 dif-
ferent rhythmic environments (table II), with a
strong stress that did or did not precede and/or fol-
low the crucial word in all 4 logically possible com-
binations. Each of these 10*4 phrases was then em-
bedded in two sentences. In the first sentence the
crucial phrase occurred in focus position, but was
immediately repeated in the second sentence with a
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Table II. Rhythmic environments for Stimulus material

(1) Stress neither left nor right
Wil je ... een keer zeggen
'Would you ... once more say'

(3) Stress right only
Wil je ... ding een keer zeggen
'Would you ... thing once more say'

(2) Stress left only
Wil je heel... een keer zeggen
'Would you quite ... once more say'

(4) Stress both left and right
Wil je heel... ding een keer zeggen
'Would you quite ... thing once more say'

Table III. Focus conditions

(1) +focus: Wil je (heel) ... (ding) een keer zeggen
(Would you [quite] ... [thing] once more say)

(2) — focus: Wil je (heel) ... (ding) een beetje HARder zeggen
(Would you [quite] ... [thing] a little LOUDer say)

single contrastive accent on a different word, i.e.
harder (louder), which moved it ouside focus, äs il-
lustrated in table III. One male and one female
Speaker each read the entire material twice from
cards, and were recorded on audio tape using
(semi-) Professional equipment. The pairs of sen-
tences containing the +/— focus versions of the
same crucial phrase appeared on one card, and
were read in quasi-random order across words and
rhythmic environments, such that immediate succes-
sions of the same lexical items or rhythmic patterns
were excluded.

Analysis
Acoustic measurements were performed on each

of the 320 recorded utterances (10 words * 4 rhyth-
mic environments * 2 focus conditions * 2 Speakers
* 2 repetitions). For each of the two syllables in the
crucial adjectives the following properties were
measured:

(1) Duration of the vowel (ms) from oscillo-
grams (Honeywell 2206 Visicorder, 10 cm/s);

(2) Peak intensity (dB; FJ-Electronics IM-360 in-
tensity meter, 20 ms Integration time, füll band-
width);

(3) Pitch excursion (in semitones, ST), i.e. the
difference between the highest and lowest measured
pitch that could be associated with the excursion on
a given syllable (FJ-Electronics FFM-650 funda-

mental frequency meter, using FJ-Electronics EG-
830 electroglottograph signals recorded simultane-
ously with the audio signals). The pitch peak was al-
ways located within the crucial syllable; pitch move-
ments could extend somewhat beyond the syllable
boundaries, so that the lowest point associated with
a movement was occasionally located in the preced-
ing or following syllable. An ST is a musical interval
of one-twelfth of an octave, or a pitch difference of
6°/o. Note that this measure abstracts from the di-
rection and complexity (rise/fall) of the pitch move-
ments.

The choice of this particular set of primary pa-
rameters is arbitrary to some extent. For each of the
three acoustic domains (duration, pitch, intensity),
additional or competing measures can be, and occa-
sionally have been, suggested.

Next to vowel duration, for instance, prevocalic
consonant duration has been mentioned äs a reli-
able correlate of stress [Huggings, 1972; Noote-
boom, 1972]. However, effects of stress on conso-
nant duration appeared to be dependent on the
presence or absence of a pitch movement, and we
wished to isolate parameters that were maximally
independent of one another. Similarly, there are
good indications that measures of intensity inte-
grated over time (intensity averaged or summed
over the whole vowel duration) bring about a better
Separation between stressed and non-stressed syl-
lables than peak intensity does [Lieberman, 1960;
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Lea, 1977; Beckman, 1986]. Yet, again, integral in-
tensity reflects the combined influence of duration
and intensity, so that this correlate is no longer in-
dependent of the others. Also, none of the alterna-
tives discussed here have been submitted to percept-
ual testing.

Because we wished to keep the number of acous-
tic parameters small, we decided to opt for basic pa-
rameters that have traditionally been regarded äs
most suitable, and that have been extensively tested
in perceptual experiments [Fry, 1955, 1958; Morton
and Jassem, 1965; van Katwijk, 1974].

Finally, our analysis might have been refined by
correcting the raw measurements for inherent dura-
tion, pitch, and intensity. Again, we decided against
this possibility, for various reasons. Firstly, the vow-
els in our Stimulus words were randomly distributed
over the various stress patterns, so that effects of in-
herent properties would average out. Secondly,
there are no data available on inherent pitch and in-
tensity for Dutch vowels, and borrowing correction
factors from American-English [Lehiste and Peter-
son, 1959] seems hazardous. Finally, such correc-
tions beg the question in the case of inherently re-
duced vowels (schwa): it is precisely because of
their short duration and low intensity that they con-
stitute reduced syllables.

Next, these measurements were converted to rel-
ative difference measures äs follows:

(Γ) Duration difference, by dividing the dura-
tion of the longer vowel in the word by that of the
shorter, and subtracting l. The result (%) was given
a negative sign if the first vowel was shorter than the
second.

(2') Intensity difference, by subtracting the in-
tensity of the weaker from that of the strenger
vowel, with a negative sign if the first vowel was the
weaker of the two.

(3') Pitch excursion difference, by subtracting
the smaller excursion from the larger one in the
word, again with a negative sign if the first syllable
contained the smaller value.

Thus, falling stress patterns are consistently
characterised by positive differences, rising patterns
by negative values. Note further that all differences
are expressed äs ratios (or percentages) so äs to ac-
count for certain properties of the human hearing
System, which evaluates duration, intensity and fre-
quency differences logarithmically rather than line-
arly.

Results
The results are presented in figure l for

the crucial adjectives spoken in focus, and
in figure 2 for the material spoken outside
focus. Each figure plots the mean positions
of the five stress patterns, separated out for
the four rhythmic contexts, but accumu-
lated over exemplars, Speakers and repeti-
tions (i.e. each point represents 8 word to-
kens). Each figure contains two subplots:
one for intensity difference versus pitch ex-
cursion difference (fig. l a, 2a), and one for
intensity versus duration difference (fig. Ib,
2b). When the two vowels in a word have
equal duration, intensity and pitch excur-
sion, it assumes a position near the origin
(centre) of the plots; strongly rising patterns
appear near the bottom-left corner, while
falling patterns will be found in the right-
top corner. Merely for the sake of clarity,
the four different rhythmic realisations per
stress pattern (indicated by different sym-
bols) have been enclosed by ellipses, which
were drawn by eye.

As predicted, we find the various stress
patterns distributed along the bottom-left to
right-top diagonal. There is a clear Separa-
tion in each of the panels between rising,
equal, and falling patterns. Within the class
of rising patterns, slightly and strongly ris-
ing are distinct, but the two falling patterns
coincide. The best Separation is obtained in
the intensity-by-duration plot, with dura-

Fig. l, 2. Intensity difference (dB) plotted
against pitch excursion difference (in ST) (a) and
against percent duration difference (b) for 10
Dutch adjectives äs spoken in + focus (1) and - fo-
cus (2) material. The data are broken down by stress
pattern and by rhythmic context, but accumulated
over Speakers, repetitions and exemplars (each sym-
bol represents 8 data points).
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m
T3
» -10

-5 0
Difference in pitch span between syllables, ST

10

-10

1-1

2-1

1-2

1-0

Stresses in context

O Left nor nght
€) Left only

φ Rightonly

• Left and nght

-100 0
Difference m vowel duration between syllables,',

100
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10

m
Ό

.2 -10

1-1

2-1

0-1

-5 0
Difference in pitch span between syllables, ST

£ 10

1-2

-10

2-1

0-1

Stresses in context:

O Left nor right

φ Left only

O Right only

• Left and right

-100 0
Difference in vowel duration between syllables, f.

100
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tion äs the strenger correlate of stress pat-
tern. Pitch excursion allows a Separation
into rising and falling patterns only.

We also note that there is considerable
variability in the data due to rhythmic en-
vironment. Though there are some interest-
ing regularities underlying this Variation
(e.g. pitch excursions are larger when the
crucial adjectives are embedded in a non-
stressed context), the effect of rhythmic
context is essentially random for all word
types, except for the class of compound ad-
jectives. Only in this latter case do we ob-
serve the regulär alternation between
(more) rising and (more) falling äs was pre-
dicted by the British phoneticians.

These results unequivocally indicate that
either the first or the second vowel in a
compound adjective is accented. In terms
of intensity and duration differences, how-
ever, the adjectival compounds always take
up a position closer to the equilibrium than
the lexically rising or falling patterns do,
even though the effects of rhythmic envi-
ronment are clear-cut and regulär.

When we now turn to the material spo-
ken outside focus (fig.2), we observe, first
of all, that all differences in pitch excursion
have disappeared. Clearly then, pitch move-
ment is the principal acoustic correlate of
accent, and no accents were realised in the
material spoken outside focus.

Concentrating on the two remaining pa-
rameters, we notice that the Separation be-
tween the five stress patterns is even better
here than above, äs if the elimination of the
pitch parameter has been compensated for
along the remaining parameters. Again, the
compound adjectives assume positions near
the equilibrium, and display the regulär ef-
fects of rhythmic Variation. In the other
word types the differences due to rhythmic

Variation are much smaller and essentially
random.

Experiment II: Perception

Before drawing any conclusions from
the acoustic data, we must know how listen-
ers perceive the measured differences, since
it is not clear, a priori, whether, e.g., the
(temporal) differences between phrase final
and non-phrase final compound adjectives
are large enough to cue a stress shift. There-
fore, the perceptual relevance of the crucial
differences was established in a second ex-
periment. In doing so, one important practi-
cal problem had to be solved in order to
prevent the listener's judgments from being
unduly influenced by rhythmic Information
present in the context. It was therefore de-
cided to suppress context Information by
gating out the crucial adjectives from their
spoken environment.

Method
Each of the 64 adjectival compounds was elec-

tronically excised from its spoken context using a
Grason-Stadler 1284 B electronic switch (5 ms rise/
fall time) which was controlled by a Devices D 4030
Digitimer, and copied onto a new tape in random
order across Speakers, with 5 s interstimulus inter-
vals (onset to onset).

Fifteen native Dutch subjects, male and female
students at the Faculty of Leiters of Leyden Univer-
sity, listened to the tape, which was played over
headphones in an AAD-type language laboratory at
a comfortable listening level. They were instructed
to decide for each word on the tape whether the first
or the second syllable bore the stronger stress, with
forced binary choice and with no ties allowed.

Prior to the experiment subjects were given an
explanation of the double-stress phenomenon, so äs
to make sure that they fully realised that the Stimu-
lus words could be pronounced with stress on either
syllable. After seven practice Stimuli the entire set of
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Fig.
syllable
original

Stress
preceding
and
followmg

Occurrence of Stresses m environment

3: Percent stress perceived on first/second
broken down by position of adjective in
context and by focus condition.

for the four rhythmic environments in
which the words had originally been spo-
ken.

The material collected in focus clearly di-
vides into two groups. When used in phrase-
final position (no stress following), the sec-
ond syllable is heard äs stressed; with a
stressed syllable following the crucial adjec-
tive (i.e. non-phrase final use) stress is
heard on the first syllable. Obviously, the
presence of a pitch movement completely
determined the listener's decision.

The Situation is different for the material
spoken outside focus. Again, we find that
stress is clearly perceived on the initial syl-
lable when the adjective is used in non-
phrase final position. However, when in
phrase-final position, the distribution of the
responses over the two syllables is random,
indicating that both syllables have been
pronounced with an equal amount of stress
(χ2 =3.01, d.f. = l, NS).

64 words was presented twice with a short break in
between to collect answer sheets. Collecting re-
peated measures for the Stimuli would allow us to
establish the subject's response consistency.

Results
Listeners with too many inconsistencies

in their responses were eliminated from the
data set. Subjects were considered incon-
sistent, rather arbitrarily, whenever they
gave conflicting responses to the same Stim-
ulus in more than 10% of the cases. The
stress judgments of the remaining 12 listen-
ers are presented in figure 3.

This figure presents the percentage of
Stresses perceived on the first syllable (and
by implication that on the second, i.e. the
complement score to 100°/o) broken down
for material spoken in and out of focus, and

Conclusions and Discussion

Culminative or Equal Stress ?
We conclude, first of all, that it is emi-

nently feasible to characterise the stress pat-
tern of Dutch disyllabic words acoustically.
Generally five distinct stress patterns are re-
vealed, and there is not a shadow of a doubt
that the stress pattern of an adjectival com-
pound is different from that of lexically rising
or falling patterns: it has equal stress, or at
least a more equal distribution of stress over
the syllables than any other pattern. Also, the
predicted effects of rhythmic context were
found to apply to the adjectival compounds
only. Lexically slightly rising stress patterns
(2-1) for concreet and bizar were never af-
fected by their rhythmic context.
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Effects of the Rhythm Rule
However, the effects of rhythm do not

lead to three distinct stress patterns for the
compound adjectives: they are very slightly
rising acoustically, but perceptually equal;
they change to very slightly falling, but per-
ceptually quite noticeably so when followed
by a strong stress. A following strong stress
is a necessary and sufficient condition for
the rhythmic Variation to take place; the
stressed or unstressed nature of the preced-
ing word is irrelevant to this decision. Even
though compound adjectives are subject to
rhythmic changes, they never completely
coincide with a lexically rising (2-1) or fall-
ing (1-2) pattern.

Equal Stress and Focus
Next, we conclude that an equal distrib-

ution of stress is rather difficult to find in
[+focus] material, since there is always a
clear pitch movement on one syllable that
by far outweighs the other. However, when
adjectival compounds (and quite probably
similar words such äs compound numerals
and certain adverbs that were not included
in the present experiments) are spoken out-
side focus, the true nature of their equal
stress is quite manifest. Apparently these
words have double stress, and therefore two
Potential positions for an accent, but - in
our material - only one accent is realised at
a time.

Stress Clash or Accent Clash?
Finally, the rhythm rule applies both

within and outside focus: rhythmic Inver-
sion takes place on adjectival compounds,
whether accented or not. This falsifies Bo-
linger's [1965] claim that the rhythm rule is
a matter of accent clash: the process is
more aptly characterised äs stress clash.

In general, then, our results rehabilitate
the traditional phoneticians' view that al-
lows the occurrence of two equally strong
stresses within one word or word group, un-
der specific conditions. Therefore our re-
sults argue against a strictly culminative
view of stress. To me this presents a chal-
lenge to generative phonologists. Would
they be prepared to revise their rule mecha-
nisms so äs to allow the generation of two
primary stresses within a single domain;
and if so, how can this be done?
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